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The Assignment
Create a Health and Wellness app: validating its usability 
and desirability with users at all stages: from concept to 
refinement with increased fidelity prototypes.

My Approach
Inspired by several books that have been influential to 
me in the past year, I want to create a tool that supports 
essentialism (only committing to essential tasks each day) 
and the work involved in changing habits (either habit 
formation or habit breaking).

The other key idea, from the book Burnout, was the 
importance of self reflection each evening.

Problem Statement



Project Structure My Role

Sole contributor for:

Competitive Research

Product Principles

Proto Personas

User Stories

User Flows

Low Fidelity Wireframes

Branding

Design System 

Mid Fidelity Wireframes 

User Testing

Research Findings

Design Refinements

Functional High Fidelity 
Prototype (Figma)

Use Case

with peer and 
professor feedback, 
of course

8 Week  
Course

  

June 2021May &
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Competitive Research
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Key Learnings from Competitors 

Headspace is well known for meditation to  
support sleep. 

RESPONSE Differentiate product with end of day activities 
that involve journaling and noting of accomplishments.

Users prefer apps that offer positive encouragement 
and do not want negative feedback. 

RESPONSE Positive reenforcement and not criticism  
should be the tone of the app.

Streaks offers 600 prepopulated tasks. 

RESPONSE Since my product will encourage minimalism, 
my prototype will allow only 3 daily tasks. Showing 
examples of tasks that are possible to accomplish in a 
day without being too large may help the user succeed  
in completing their daily tasks.

 

Productive
Daily Habit Tracker

Headspace
Meditation and Sleep

Streaks
Habit-forming 
to-do list



Product Vision  

1
3 Daily Tasks
Short term goals based 
on essentialism

2
Define Your Habit
Long term goal: change 
a habit over time

3 End of Day DownLoad
Self reflection each night

EoDDL (e ODD ul)
End of Day DownLoad

EoDDL is an app to support 
essentialism and the work 
involved in making or 
breaking a habit. 

EoDDL offers tools to 
provide focus for each day 
and meaningful reflection 
each night.
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Proto Personas



As a Social Senior, I want …
…  to learn the tenets of essentialism so that I can see if it will help 

me accomplish my goal of being more focused. 

…  step-by step-directions for a new app so I that don’t have to ask 
someone technical for help and I can feel capable. 

User Stories & User Flows
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Account Set Up



As a Busy Mom, I want …
…  to only focus on a few tasks each day since my time is spread thin caring for 

others so that I feel like I accomplished the most important items. 

…   to postpone a task so that I can be flexible and make adjustments if my day gets 
off track.

…  to write down a plan for the next day the night before so I can get a better 
night’s sleep with less things on my mind to remember. 

…  to carve out a little time each day for myself for exercise and self care since I 
want to stay healthy while caring for others. 

User Stories & User Flows
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End of Day DownLoad



As a Young Adult, I want ...
...  to celebrate when I complete the necessary tasks so that I can 

spend the rest of my day having fun.

...  to get into the habit of eating at home more often so I can save 
money and be a better cook.

...  feedback on how well I am doing with completing daily tasks and 
fostering a healthy habit so I can have confirmation that I am 
doing well living on my own in my first apartment. 

User Stories & User Flows
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Progress Report



Wireframes
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Low Fidelity, Mid Fidelity and High Fidelity

Mid Fidelity Wireframes 
were tested with users 
and testing feedback was 
applied to high fidelity 
wireframes. 

Account Set Up Flow

Iterations for Set 3 Daily 
Tasks screen



Wireframes
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Low Fidelity, Mid Fidelity and High Fidelity

End of Day 
DownLoad Flow

Iterations for task 
reporting screen



Usability Testing
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Test Objectives
Evaluate the concept of smart phone app based on the tenets of 
Essentialism and the work involved in making habits. Test 3 key tasks 
within the app to confirm the steps are intuitive. 

Test Structure
After qualifying 5 participants through a screener survey, conduct 
30 minute individual recorded Zoom meetings asking testers to 
complete 3 task flows through the app:

 1: Set Up Account
 2: Complete your first End of Day DownLoad
 3: View your history with the app

Tester Profiles
This app appeals to users of many ages: from young adults trying to 
stay focused on the essential tasks they must remember to live on 
their own for the first time, to busy parents juggling way too many 
responsibilities, to seniors wanting easy ways to remember what is 
on their daily To Do List.

Test Plan

24-67
Age Range Gender

Male Female

3  2
4   5

Keep a To Do List

out  
of

2   10
items on their  
daily To Do List

Have between

           and

Complete all items on their To Do List

sometimes

most of the time

25%

75% 

1   5out  
of

Has a Task Tracking 
app on their phone

 Comfort with Technology

Give me 
paper please

1

Very tech 
savvy

2 3 4



Research Summary
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Feedback / Observations

Features and structure of the app require some 
understanding for new users.  

Some testers swiped through introductory screens 
containing the app instructions very quickly.

3 Key Findings

Recommended Next Steps

Improve content of introductory screens to be even more clear: 
add more screens. Add a link to Instructions in hamburger menu 
so users who may have rushed through the introductory screens 
can still get an orientation on the app. 

App Concept / 
Key Features

Icons with up and down arrows on the Habit 
page were confused with something to scroll. 

Some users thought the pie chart icon was for 
Reports and some thought the book icon was 
for Reports.

Change the icons to something that means Progress and 
something that means Regress. Tester said perhaps just words 
that say “I did well.” or you could pick “I’ll do better tomorrow.”

Explore icons that may be more clear for the Progress Report vs. 
the Resources & Articles. Add tips to explain icon meaning. 

Icons

The buttons with white text on bright backgrounds 
may not pass accessibility tests.

Test the buttons with a contrast checker such as WebAIM’s 
online tool. WCAG 2.1 requires a contrast ratio of at least 3:1 for 
graphics and user interface components.Accessibility



Prototypes
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Account Set Up Flow   Introductory Screens

High Fidelity Updates

Link to Figma

2 more 
introductory 
screens were 
added to explain 
the app features 
for new users. 
There are 5 total.

https://www.figma.com/proto/OVu91ejgxfpSdEF52b5Bta/End-of-Day-Download-app-Prototype?node-id=719%3A449&scaling=scale-down&page-id=719%3A0


Prototypes
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End of Day DownLoad Flow  

High Fidelity Updates

Link to Figma

Question marks can 
be clicked to see an 
explanation of icon 
meanings. 

https://www.figma.com/proto/OVu91ejgxfpSdEF52b5Bta/End-of-Day-Download-app-Prototype?node-id=522%3A167&scaling=scale-down&page-id=522%3A12


Prototypes
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Progress Report Flow  

High Fidelity Updates

Link to Figma

The primary blue 
and orange were 
darkened on all 
screens to comply 
with accessibility 
guidelines.

https://www.figma.com/proto/OVu91ejgxfpSdEF52b5Bta/End-of-Day-Download-app-Prototype?node-id=522%3A689&scaling=scale-down&page-id=522%3A688


Design System
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Branding and Color Palette

Horizontal Version

Primary Logo



Design System
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Components



Credits
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imprint of Random House, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York, 
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Duhigg, Charles. The Power of Habit. Random House Trade Paperbacks, an 
imprint of Random House, a division of Penguin Random House LLC, New York, 
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Link to App 

Demonstration

http://www.tamibuckman.com/zoom/EndofDayDownLoadapp.mp4



